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1. General information about the program 

PageSplitter is an add-on (plugin) for the AutoCAD® software and is designed 

for automatic separation of extended objects, constructed in model space, into layouts 

of desired format following a specified template with the option to create additional 

templates. 

 

Attention! 

The license for the right to use the plug-in is valid for a single computer only. 

Verification of the license to use the plug-in is carried out through a web 

service. In other words - if there is no Internet, the plugin will not start. This 

mechanism allows, if necessary, to rebind a license to another computer. 

It is possible to purchase a license which gets verified without an internet 

connection, but in this case the license will be valid only for the computer on which 

the activation was performed, and rebinding the license to another computer will be 

impossible. 

2. System requirements 

Required for the PageSplitter plugin to work: 

− personal computer running either Microsoft Windows 7, Windows 8, or 

Windows 10 operating system; 

− specifications of the personal computer should meet the system 

requirements of AutoCAD®; 

− around 2MB of free disk space; 

− an installed version of AutoCAD®;  

− access to the Internet via HTTPS. 
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3. Working with PageSplitter 

3.1. Launching the program 

After installing the program, you can run it in two main ways: 

− through the PageSplitter shortcut on the AutoCAD® toolbar in the "plug-ins" tab, 

shown in Image 1;  

− by typing PAGESPLITTER into the AutoCAD® command line. 

 

 

Image 1 

 

As a result of the actions described above, the PageSplitter tab is activated in 

the AutoCAD® toolbar as shown in Image 2.  

Show toolbar of plugin 
PAGESPLITTER 
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3.2. Plugin toolbar 

General view of the plugin toolbar PageSplitter is presented below (see Image 2) 

 

Image 2 

  

Split into 

layouts 
PS_SPLIT 

Help 
PS_HELP 

Edit list of scales 
PS_EDITSCALELIST 

About 
PS_ABOUT 

Edit templates 
PS_EDITTEMPLATE 

Model area to 

dwg file 
PS_DWGEXPORT 

Model area 

to layout 
PS_ML 
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3.2.1. The "Split into layouts" command (PS_SPLIT) 
 

This command displays a dialog box (see Image 3) where you can adjust the 

split settings. 

 

 

Image 3 

− «Layout format» specifies the layout format which the drawing will be divided 

into. It is possible to fill the layout format database with your own layout formats 

by modifying the template file, which is available through the “Templates” button 

(see Image 2) and through the “PS_EDITTEMPLATE” command, described in 

section 3.2.2. 

− "Layout scale" determines the drawing display scale on a viewport layout. A 

scale of 1:2 means that 1 unit on a layout viewport corresponds to 2 units in model 

space.  

− Offsets – determine the indentation of a viewport from the edges of the sheet (plus 

the fields defined by the print setup), it is not recommended to deviate too much 

from the default settings.  
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− The "Draw bounding box" option allows PageSplitter to use a separate layer 

called “TB_BoundBox” to build rectangles which show how the drawing was 

divided into layouts. This is useful for further development of the situational plan 

which shows the layout sequence. 

After configuring the parameters, press the "Ok" button (see Image 3), allowing 

PageSplitter to form the layouts based on the settings specified in the template. 
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3.2.2. The "Edit templates" command (PS_EDITTEMPLATE)  

 

The command will open a file, the layouts of which are templates. The layouts 

can be changed to fit your needs and you can add new ones if you wish. After editing 

and saving the template file, the changes will be available to the plugin. The 

following limitations of the design template should be noted: the layouts should not 

have viewports; it is not recommended for you to overload the template file with 

unnecessary entries; if necessary, the basic corner inscription should be copied from 

existing layouts file and edit to fit your requirements. The main corner writing block 

has two attributes – "Page" and "Pages" which define the numeration when breaking 

a drawing into layouts. 

The plugin provides a separate template file for the Metric system and a separate 

file for the Imperial system. If, say, your current drawing was created in Metric, it 

will open the corresponding template; if it was created in Imperial units, then it will 

open the template for the Imperial measuring system. 
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3.2.3. The "Edit scale list" command (PS_EDITSCALELIST) 

The command opens a window that allows you to edit the list of possible scales. 

 

 

Image 4 
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3.2.4. The "Model area to dwg file" command (PS_DWGEXPORT)  
 

The command allows you to save a drawing area selected in one of the following 

ways to a .dwg file: 

− "Selected area" - the specified rectangular drawing area will be saved; 

− "By closed polyline" - the area inside the selected polyline will be saved; 

− "Select one by block by pattern" - the occurrence of the block and all 

objects that have fallen into the area of the block occurrence will be saved; 

− "Select multiple blocks by pattern" - all areas that are covered by 

occurrences of the block according to the specified pattern will be saved 

to separate files, and a sequence number will be added to the name of the 

saved file. 
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3.2.5. The "Model area to layout" command (PS_ML) 
 

The command creates a layout with a viewport to the specified area of the model 

space, selected in the following ways: 

− "Selected area" - creates a layout with a viewport to the selected 

rectangular area of model space; 

− "By closed polyline" - creates a layout with a viewport to the rectangular 

region of model space bounded the specified polyline; 

− "Select one by block by pattern" - creates a layout with a viewport to the 

rectangular region of model space bounded the specified block reference; 

− "Select multiple blocks by pattern" - for all block references (according to 

the specified pattern), the command creates layouts with a viewport to a 

rectangular region of model space that limits the block reference. 

The command sets the printer configuration "DWG to PDF.pc3" for the layout 

and configures the print format according to the selected area. 
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3.2.6. Other commands 
 

In addition to the above, the following commands are available: 

- PS_HELP – help;  

- PS_ABOUT – displays information about the program and licensing;  

- PS_SHOWUNITS – displays the current measuring system: Metric or 

Imperial. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

web:    www.clevertrace.ru 

e-mail: info@clevertrace.ru 

phone:      +7(491) 251-02-32 
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